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What you can learn from this game: You can set up a good attack from a long ways off.
    Should do: 

1. Set up a defense that gives your pieces freedom of movement so you can attack when the time comes.
2. You can use long diagonals and open files to attack from clear across the board.

    Should NOT do:
1. Don’t let a “fun  move” distort your judgement. (It can be a big temptation sometimes – White’s 10  move).th

2. Don’t let your attack leave your defense too weak.

Some ideas as they appear in this game:   ©M.G.Moody

  1. e4 e5 Center control
  2. Nf3 Nc6 Center control
  3. Bb5 d6 Attack a defender - (With the idea to maybe win the Pawn, Black’s Knight is defending?)

Protect a center Pawn - (...but it leaves his Knight pinned – something to keep an eye on) 
  4. c3 a6 Center attack - (Preparing for e4 which attacks the center directly) 

Chase away “Big Pieces” with Pawns - (Usually makes you opponent waste a move)
  5. Ba4 f5 Retreat - (... but still has the pin) Attack Center - (Black fights back attacking a center Pawn). 
  6. d4 fxe4 Attack a pinned piece- (White threatens d5, attacking the pinned Knight).

Center control - (Black attacks the Knight but White is prepared for a counter attack).
  7. Ng5 exd4 Fight for center - (The center is being cleared of pawns and replaced by “big guys”).
  8. Nxe4 Nf6 Recapture - (White’s Knight is in the center but Black attacks the unprotected Knight).
  9. Bg5 Be7 Pin - (Now Black’s Knight must not take White’s Knight, but Black unpins the Knight quickly).
10. Qxd4 b5  Take advantage of a pin - (Usually good... but not this time)

Attack “Big guy” with a Pawn - (Also unpins Black’s Knight so it’s attacking White’s Queen)
11. Nxf6+ gxf6 Check King for an extra move - (The King has to be out of check before any other move can be made).

Attack “Big guy” with a Pawn - (After taking the Knight, Black’s Pawn is attacking the Bishop). 
12. Qd5 bxa4 Threaten a fork - (If White’s Queen takes the Knight she will also fork Black’s King and Rook).

Accept a good gift - (Black doesn’t need to worry about White’s Queen taking the Knight).
13. Bh6 Qd7 Set up a trap - (Black’s Rook is limited to three squares that can be easily attacked).

Protect and ... - (The Black Queen protects the Knight and grabs a good diagonal).
14. O-O Bb7 Get Rook out - (Castling not only protect the King but get the Rook out were it can do something).

Set up discovered attack - (Black get the Bishop out and set him up to attack the Queen ... AND King)
15. Bg7 O-O-O Trap the Rook - (White’s Bishop and Queen attack all of the Rook’s squares).

Get Rook out - (Black castles for the same reasons as White did... notice the open file and White’s King).
16. Bxh8 Ne5 Good trade - (Will  Black recapture?... Black has better things to do... the attack on White’s King is all set

up... it LOOKS more like a defense, but watch this amazing attack!)
Discovered attack - (Black chases the White Queen away and gets the Knight in position to attack).

17. Qd1 Bf3 Retreat - (White has few good moves).
Force a move - (Everything White can do looks bad).

18. gxf3 Qh3 Take a “big guy” - (White gets a little enjoyment in taking the Bishop before it’s all over).
   0-1 Quite move - (The Queen gets into a position that dooms White... White resigns).  What a beautiful and

overwhelming attack by Capablanca!  (And it was set up while he was defending himself).
(Possible continuation: 19. Kh1 Nxf3 [Black threatens checkmate by Qxh2],   20. Qxf3 [not much choice] Qxf1  mate)

Chess Notation for the game:
1. e4 e5 
2. Nf3 Nc6 
3. Bb5 d6 
4. c3 a6 

5. Ba4 f5
6. d4 fxe4
7. Ng5 exd4
8. Nxe4 Nf6 

9. Bg5 Be7 
10. Qxd4 b5 
11. Nxf6+ gxf6
12. Qd5 bxa4 

13. Bh6 Qd7
14. O-O Bb7 
15. Bg7 O-O-O
16. Bxh8 Ne5 

17. Qd1 Bf3 
18. gxf3 Qh3
        0-1


